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John Leslie Carrick was born in Sydney on 4 September 1918, 

the fourth of six children of Arthur James Carrick, a clerk, and 

his wife, Emily Ellen Jane, née Terry. During the Depression 

years Arthur lost his job in the Government Printing Office. In 

hindsight John Carrick believed that straitened circumstances 

made the family more close-knit. Evicted from 'a large 

rambling house' at Woollahra, they embarked on a succession 

of moves that took them to Randwick and eventually to 

Bondi. 

John attended government schools at Woollahra and 

Randwick before gaining admission to the selective Sydney 

Technical High School. Thereafter he enrolled in night classes 

in pure chemistry at Sydney Technical College. By day he 

delivered accounts for the Australian Gas Light Company 

(AGL), and later worked in the company's industrial department. Awarded an AGL 

cadetship, he studied economics at the University of Sydney, debated at the University 

Union, and joined the Sydney University Regiment, through which he was commissioned 

in 1939. Carrick graduated with a Bachelor of Economics in 1941. 

In December 1940 Carrick enlisted in the AIF. Posted to the 18th Anti-Tank Battery, his 

unit was deployed to West Timor as part of Sparrow Force in December 1941, with 

orders 'to deny the island to the enemy'. Two months later, the under-manned 

defenders were over-run by Japanese paratroopers. Lieutenant Carrick, together with 

other survivors, was shipped to Java in July 1942 and in September to Singapore's 

Changi camp, before being dispatched in early 1943 to the Thailand-Burma railway and 

its infamous Hellfire Pass. Carrick acquired sufficient Malay and Japanese to act as an 

interpreter and afterwards described his captivity as 'a great and enduring learning 

experience', which, through 'the strong amalgam of mateship', disclosed reserves of 

spirituality and moral strength in his fellow prisoners. He came to believe that 'it is the 

systems ... not people that cause the monstrous tragedies'. He therefore declined to 

testify against individual Japanese 'puppets' charged with war crimes because 'although I 

had seen many atrocities, I saw the evil compulsion of the system on the individual'. 

After Carrick had returned to Australia in October 1945, he enrolled in a law course at 

the University of Sydney. In his 'heart of hearts' he wanted to study medicine but was 

frustrated to find that he was ineligible for a Commonwealth Reconstruction Training 

Scheme scholarship. He took a job as a research officer for the New South Wales 

Division of the Liberal Party in January 1946. Nearly two years later, still not knowing 

what he wanted to do, senior party members persuaded him to become the general 

secretary of the NSW division, a position he held until his election to the Senate in 1971. 

… as part of Sparrow Force in December 1941, with orders 'to deny the 

island to the enemy'. 

In 1948 the fledgling Liberal Party was scarcely three years old. Carrick managed to run 

'a very successful enterprise on an absolute shoestring'. His ideas about party systems, 

and the meaning of liberalism, were published in 1949 as The Liberal Way of Progress. 

Carrick developed 'continuous campaigning' - 'You can't fatten the pig on market day' - 

and expended about half his budget on field officers, deployed in state and federal 

electorates across New South Wales. Together with William (Bill) Spooner, who was 

president of the NSW Liberal Party until 1949 and a dominant force in NSW Liberal 

politics, he spent much time 'wandering round this State ... looking for candidates 
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everywhere round the place'. He helped form party branches and identified locally 

prominent individuals for pre-selection. Some forty years later, Carrick frankly stated 

that his and Spooner's ability 'to flush out first class candidates' was an important reason 

'for the huge and continuing success' of the Menzies Government. 

Carrick believed that party organisers could exert 'a profound effect on politics in the 

nation' through 'participating in the flow of policies and shaping tactics and strategies'. 

The Bulletin dubbed him 'the grey eminence of Ash Street' and captioned his 

photograph, 'Smiler with a knife'. Sensitive to unravelling socio-economic and sectarian 

allegiances, Carrick devised a strategy to hasten the detachment of upwardly mobile 

Catholics from the ALP by providing limited state aid for independent schools. Carrick's 

pragmatism was complemented by Prime Minister Menzies' belief that direct assistance 

to independent schools, announced in the run-up to the 1963 federal election, was 

justified in the interests of 'fairness'.  

Throughout the 1960s there were persistent rumours of Carrick's impending resignation. 

He was wretchedly paid; with three daughters at school, his wife, Diana Margaret 

(Angela), née Hunter, whom he had married on 2 June 1951, worked 'to keep us going'; 

and the family lacked long-term financial security. He later recalled that he received 

some lucrative business offers and thought of pursuing an academic career, but amid the 

political instability following the death of Harold Holt, he wanted to avoid the impression 

that he was 'getting off a sinking boat'. Carrick was persuaded to seek pre-selection for 

the 1970 half-Senate election. Placed second on the NSW Liberal ticket, he was elected 

on 20 November 1970, his term beginning on 1 July 1971. Re-elected in 1976, he 

headed the ticket in 1980 and at the double dissolution election of 1983. 

Sworn in the Senate on 17 August 1971, Carrick was apprehensive 'about my own 

abilities to dance in the sun. I'd spent most of my life largely out of the thrust and parry 

of the day'. His first speech, during the budget debate on 8 September 1971, 

foreshadowed his future role as an architect and advocate of the Fraser Government's 

'New Federalism' policy. Proclaiming himself a 'confirmed federalist', he proposed a 

redistribution of taxation powers to the states, new ways of raising revenue and a 

conference of the Commonwealth and the states 'to undertake a major demarcation of 

function', particularly in health and education. 

Carrick's thoroughly prepared speeches were delivered in brisk, soldierly tones, and he 

was a highly effective orator, but his courtly politeness gave place in the Senate 

chamber to provocative needling of senators from the other side. His speeches, in 

consequence, were seldom heard in silence. His closest friend was Senator Robert 

Cotton, but most parliamentary colleagues and members of the press gallery found him 

intensely private. According to Labor Senator John Button, Carrick 'gave little away' and 

'was singularly successful in getting under the Opposition's skin'. A gift for hyperbole and 

a retentive memory, stocked with apt quotations, supplied ammunition for witty 

rejoinders. 

When Gough Whitlam's Labor Government took office in December 1972, Carrick 

ramped up his rhetoric. The government was without a majority in the Senate, and from 

the commencement of the Parliament, the Senate subjected government measures to 

vigorous scrutiny. In the privacy of the party room, Carrick and several other Coalition 

senators urged caution when their leaders announced they would defer the government's 

appropriation bills until Prime Minister Whitlam agreed to seek a House of 

Representatives election at the same time as the Senate election, due in May 1974. 

Carrick concluded that the Coalition had committed a 'major error' by provoking a double 

dissolution election in 1974 instead of waiting for a general election in 1975. 

After the 1974 poll Liberal leader Billy Snedden included Carrick in the shadow ministry, 

giving him responsibility for urban improvement, albeit with some reluctance, as he 

doubted Carrick's loyalty. In fact, Carrick appears to have played a central part in 

gathering support among NSW Liberal MPs for the replacement of Snedden by Malcolm 

Fraser in March 1975. Fraser gave Carrick the shadow portfolio of federalism and inter-

government relations. 
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On 15 October 1975 the shadow ministry resolved unanimously to defer the Loan Bill 

and two appropriation measures and acted accordingly in the Senate during the next 

three weeks. Carrick forcefully defended the Opposition's actions, citing the 'corruption, 

dishonesty and disastrous inefficiency' of Labor ministers, and subsequently said that he 

took 'full responsibility' with other Opposition senators for precipitating the crisis that led 

to the Governor-General's dismissal of the Whitlam Government on 11 November 1975. 

In Malcolm Fraser's caretaker government, Carrick held the portfolios of Housing and 

Construction, and Urban and Regional Development. Fraser elevated him to Cabinet, as 

Minister for Education and Minister Assisting the Prime Minister in Federal Affairs, after 

the Coalition parties won government and a Senate majority in the double dissolution 

election of 13 December 1975. 

Carrick cared passionately about education. His first experience of Senate committees 

was as a member of the Senate's Standing Committee on Education, Science and the 

Arts; he said: 'Few matters in my period of public life have given me such very real 

interest, satisfaction and indeed challenge' as participation in that committee's inquiry 

into the Commonwealth's role in teacher education between 1971 and 1972. While he 

believed that 'the real role of education is to stimulate people in mind and spirit for what 

is a limitless adventure', he also believed that education 'must be adequate for vocation'. 

Carrick established the Tertiary Education Commission (1977 - 87, from 1981 the 

Commonwealth Tertiary Education Commission) to oversee the co-ordination of national 

tertiary institutions, and he assisted the states by providing federal funding for TAFE 

colleges to implement the Education Program for Unemployed Youth (EPUY), 

subsequently commissioning the Australian Council for Educational Research to 

undertake a year-long study of the program's effectiveness. 

On 7 August 1978 Fraser appointed Carrick Leader of the Government in the Senate. 

Fraser ignored protests from sixteen Coalition senators and deflected suggestions 

(repeated after the 1980 election) that the leader in the Senate should be elected rather 

than appointed. The former leader Senator Reg Withers, shrewd and accessible, had 

been adept at dealing with unhappy back benchers; Carrick adopted a more hierarchical 

management style which derived from his wartime experience. When the Senate was 

sitting, he lunched once a week with his front bench (whom, he said, gave him 'absolute 

loyalty'), met with the Whips twice a day, and left them to carry messages up and down 

the line. From July 1981, five Australian Democrats senators shared the balance of 

power with Independent Senator Brian Harradine (Tas.), but Carrick declined to make 

any 'behind the chair' arrangements with minority parties or independents. He later 

acknowledged that some believed that he had run the Senate in 'much too rigid a way'. 

In the chamber, as the representative of the prime minister, Carrick answered a majority 

of questions on most days. Canberra Times journalist Andrew Fraser recalled that he: 

... maintained a rigid appearance and procedure, often leaning toward his interlocutor 

and taking a note as each question was unfolded to him. His answers, rarely long and 

always measured, concluded with him quietly crumpling the small piece of paper ... and 

putting it in the bin, an action seemingly conveying [his] belief that the matter had been 

formally and finally disposed of. 

In December 1979 Fraser promoted Carrick from the education ministry, appointing him 

Minister for National Development and Energy. Previously ranked nineteenth in the 

ministry, his new portfolio was the fifth most senior in Cabinet, and embraced 

responsibilities as diverse as national energy policy, minerals exploration, radioactive 

waste management, decentralisation and urban planning, and local government. Of 

these, the most pressing was energy policy. In May 1980 Carrick stated that recent 

events in the Middle East, particularly the Iranian revolution and the Russian invasion of 

Afghanistan, had 'destabilised the world, so we must conserve... . We must get 

exploration going and above everything else we must stimulate the development of 

alternative fuels'. As world oil prices eased, Carrick turned his attention to advocating 

nuclear energy. In 1981 he chaired the governing board at ministerial level of the 
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International Energy Agency (IEA) and, on IEA's behalf, held informal talks on future oil 

pricing with OPEC's Sheik Yamani. 

Carrick was appointed KCMG in January 1982. He moved to the backbench when the 

Hawke Labor Government took office in March 1983. From there he hammered away at 

the government's economic management and brought his considerable experience of the 

electoral system to deliberations of the Joint Select Committee on Electoral Reform 

which sat constantly between 1983 and 1984. He dissented from a number of the 

committee's recommendations and advocated the abolition of compulsory voting. 

Carrick retired from the Senate in June 1987. 'I don't miss Parliament,' he told an 

interviewer from The Bulletin, 'though I miss its intellectual stimulus.' He re-engaged 

with policy advice in September 1988 after NSW Premier Nick Greiner invited him to 

chair a fourteen-member committee, tasked with reviewing legislation governing New 

South Wales schools and recommending ways in which education could be improved in 

state and private schools. 

Carrick was chairman of the Gas Council of New South Wales (1990 - 1995), served on 

the executive committee of the Foundation for Aged Care (1990 - 2001) and the New 

South Wales ministerial advisory council for teacher education (1992 - 1995), and 

chaired the Macquarie University Institute of Early Childhood Foundation (2000 - 2008) 

and the advisory committee of the Gifted Education Research, Resource and Information 

Centre at the University of New South Wales (1991 - 2007). In August 2004 the newly 

established Carrick Institute for Learning and Teaching in Higher Education was named 

in his honour (renamed the Australian Learning and Teaching Centre in 2007, it ceased 

to function in 2011). In 2008 Carrick was appointed a Companion of the Order of 

Australia for 'distinguished service in the area of educational reform in Australia, 

particularly through the advancement of early childhood education and to the 

development and support of new initiatives in the tertiary sector'. 

Although proud of his achievements, Carrick remained a modest man, imbued with the 

strong commitment to community service which he shared with so many other returned 

servicemen of his generation. Parliament had presented him with 'a marvellous 

opportunity to do what [he] believed was right'. Yet he wondered whether he had made 

a greater contribution in his role as NSW Liberal Party general secretary, as manager 'of 

a very large and difficult structure with enormous capacity to influence and shape the 

well-being of Australia'. Perhaps in recognition of Carrick's self-effacing attitude, 

valedictory comments in the Senate on his retirement, while laudatory, were restrained. 

His old adversary, John Button, cited an article from the National Times in 1975 which 

described Carrick as 'the closest approximation to a conservative intellectual in the 

[Fraser] cabinet'. Button acknowledged that Carrick's 'stringent approach' and 

'intellectual discipline' had made him 'a very good minister'. Writing in 2010, John 

Howard described Carrick as 'my political mentor. I learned more about politics from 

John than from any other person I have known'. 
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